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INTRODUCTION

The valuer or real estate professional can be involved in arbitration as follows:
I He/she is appointed as an arbitrator under the subject agreement
2 He/she has to appear before an arbitrator as an expert witness.
Even in the case of 2 it is Importantthatthe professional know and understand the arbitration

process. Arbitration to resolve disputes in leases, contracts forthe sale of a business or building is a
popular form of "alternative dispute resolution". Alternative that is, to expensive and lengthy court
hearings.

CONFLICTOF INTERESTAND SUITABILITYFORAPPOINTMENT

A person approached to be an arbitrator must consider and be able to confirm that:
I The matter falls within the scope of histher normal professional practice
2 He/she is able to undertake the taskwith reasonable expedition
3 Neither he/she, nor any partner, is unduly close to, or has recently had, any personal or

professional relationship with either party or is currently concerned with the property in
question.

4 He/she is riot aware of any reason why he/she should refuse the nomination and in

particularthat he/she has taken into consideration all matters which might give rise to the
possibility or appearance of bias.

Ifthe person approached is unsure as to whether or riot histher appointment would give rise to a

conflict of interest or is concerned that there may be the appearance of bias, then the reasons behind
these doubts should be conveyed in writing to the person making the appointment. Under the
Commercial Arbitration Act, 1986, bias is "misconduct" (s4). The reasons can then be conveyed to

the aggrieved parties and ifthey still have no objeofion to the appointment they can agree to the
appointment in writing.

If, after the appointment has been made and accepted that there may be matters which could give

rise to a conflict of interest orthe appearance of bias, these should be conveyed to the parties in

wrtting with an offer from the Arbitratorto withdraw from the appointment unless both parties agree in
wrtting to his/her continuance.
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SEEK FORMALINSTRUCTIONS

Where a dispute arises out of a lease, the lease will generally slate by whom the Arbitrator is to be

appointed or nominated. For example, the lease may provide that the appointoris to be the President
of a professional body such as the Law Society, orAustralian Institute of Valuers and Land

Economists. The nominated body should riot be representative of the class of one of the aggrieved

parties (for example, a body representing building owners) but rather, neutral. Often the appointment
is as an expert and riot an arbitrator. For example, in the Third Schedule of the BOMA lease as
follows:
Rin'TREVIEWS

3. Dispute Procedure

3.2 Ifthe Lessor and Lessee fallto agree upon the current marketrent of the Premtses within

a further period offoorteen (14) days after service of the Lessee's Notice then :3.2. Ithe Lessorand Lessee may agy, ee uponalicensed valuerwho shall make a

deteruiination of the currentmarketrent of the Pre, ruses as at the relevant Review Date; or

3.2.2 tilthe absence of such agreement either the Lessor or Lessee may request the President
of the South AustralianDivision of the Australian hatitute of Valuers and Land Econoiriists
inc to nonntiate who shall be a member licensed to practice as a valuerinithe State of South
Australia and who shallnave had notlessthan five (5) years practice as a valuer of the kind

of premtses derriisedby ttiis Lease and suchlicensed valuershallmake a detemtination of
the currentmarketrent of the Premises as at therelevant ReviewDate.

3.6 Any valuermaking a detemimationunderthis daiLse 3 of this Third Schedule shall be
deemed for ulpurposes to be acting as onexpert and not as ariarbitrator.

3.9 any detenniriationby a valuermade parsi, ant to this danse 3 oft}lis Third Schedule
shall be final andbitiding on the Lessor and the Lessee.

For an alternative lease agreement see the modelrent review clause in Appendix I.
IFAPPOINTEDASARBITRATOR

It is essential that the Arbitrator seeks formal written instructions stating the following:
I Date the appointment and confirm the acceptability of the appointee to both parties
2 The establishment of histher/her appointment and the authority therefore and to establish
that there is, in fact, a dispute.

3 Whatis required of him/her as a consequence of such an appointment (eg. to amitrate
upon the fair market rent, or outgoings forthe property).
4. The names and addresses of the parties and the address of the property and matter to be
amitrated upon.

Upon receipt of wrltten instructions it is essential that a copy of the lease or other authority
(documents) is received by the Arbitrator. If it is riot received, it should be requested and no further
action taken untilit is made available. Upon its receipt, instructions and documents should be read
together to check:
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I The documents are still valid

2 The address of the property in dispute
3 The names and addresses of the parties to the dispute

4 The person or body making the appointment is in fact entitled to do so (a document may
require some other body or person to make the appointment).
5. The Arbitrator is in fact qualified to undertake the arbitration. For example, the documents

may require him/her to have certain qualifications and/or experience.
6. Whether documents provide for sharing of the costs of the reference and award or
whether the apportionment is to be left to the discretion of the Arbitrator.
IF INSTRUCTIONSARE INADEQUATE

Prior to accepting his formal appointment and if after checking the instructions, the Arbitrator finds
that they do riot correctly name him/her or do not set down exactly whatis required of him/herin
determining an award, or ifthey are deficient in one or more areas, he/she should retorthe matter(s)
back to the appointor. He/she should clearly state in writing his/her concerns and seek clarlfication,
amplification if necessary and/or additional documentation from the appointor.
After examination of the instructions and other relevant material, the Arbitrator may feelthat it is

necessary to obtain professional legal advice before proceeding further with the arbitration. If this is

the case, he/she should clearly state in writing to the appointorthe nature of the matter which

requires the legal opinion and request that the appointor seek the opinion and that any indemnity for
relying upon such advice extends to the Arbitrator. The cost of seeking legal advice in this initial

stage should be borne by the parties.
ACCEPTANCE

Once the Arbitratoris satisfied that his/her appointment accords with the terms of the document

causing the appointment and that he/she has all necessary documentation, he/she must formally
notify the appointor of histher acceptance of the appointment. This will normally take the form of a

standard letter (see later). Further, the Arbitrator should notify the parties to the dispute of histher

appointment and again this will normally follow a standard format (see later).

It is necessary for both the appointor and the parties to the dispute to acknowledge the appointment

of the Arbitrator and to confirm their acceptance of any terms and conditions imposed on the

acceptance of the appointment by the Arbitratorincluding fees and costs and the liability fortheir
payment in fulltogether with fees and costs applicable in the event of the parties settling priorto the
publication of the Award.

THE PRELIMINARYHEARING

Once the matter for which the arbitration has been set is clearly established, the Arbitrator may

consider it prudentto call a preliminary hearing at which both parties will be present. The hearing will

be of an informal nature and need riot require legal or other professional attendance to support either

party. A preliminary hearing is always necessary and it is recommended in most instances even

when the matter is in factto be dealt with by a written eXchange of documents rather than by a

hearing. In either case the preliminary hearing should be held at a place stipulated by the Arbitrator
at an appointed time. The parties should be present with the Arbitrator controlling the meeting. The

following points should be established:

.
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I The venue forthe full hearing

2 The length of time that the public hearing will require (orthe time to be allowed forthe

preparation of documentation if arbitration is to be based solely on written evidence).

3 The number of witnesses to be called (hearings only)
4 Whether counsel will be present

5 Likely number of observers

6 Whether proceedings are to be recorded

7 An eXchange of documents timetable. It is desirable that the parties be obliged to deliver

points of claim and defence respectively. Then discovery of documents and subsequently the
mutual eXchange of valuations, reports and written statements of witnesses be set down in a

series of oaths stipulated by the Arbitrator.

8 Whether the rules of the evidence are to apply to the hearing:

SI9 (1) Unless a contrary intention is expressed in the arbitration agreement,
evidence before the arbitrator or umpire -

(a) may be given orally or in writing; and
(b) shall, ifthe artbtrator ortruipire so requires, be given on oath or
affirmation orby affidavit

(2) Unless a contrary intention is expressed intrie arbitration agreement, an

arbitrator or umpire may adrriiriister an oath or affirmation or take an affidavitfor
the purposes of proceedirigs under the agreement.

(3) Unless otherwise agr. eed in writing by the parties to the arbitration agreement, an

arbitrator orumpire in conducting proceedtrigs under an arbitration agy'eementis

notboundbyrules of evidence but may intominimselforherselfinrelationto any
matter msuchmarmer as the arbitrator or umpire thinks fit.

9 An estimate of costs. It will be apparent from the comments which follow that Arbitration,

particularly a fomial hearing can become an expensive exercise. The requirements for

recording and documentation will involve in many cases long hours of secretarial assistance

and the Arbitrator should be conscious of this point when discussing the matter of costs at
the preliminary hearing. See s34, Commercial Arbitration Act 1986.

After the preliminary hearing the Arbitrator should confirm the heads of agreement in writing to both
parties (and may care as a matter of courtesy to confirm the same information to the President of the
body which appointed the Arbitrator in the first place). (See "Agenda for Preliminary Conference"
later).

There need riot necessarily be a formal hearing and unless stated in the Arbitration Agreement

(submission) (SI9 CAA), the Arbitrator in consultation with the parties should decide on a w. niten

submission or a hearing. If a written submission is to be the form of hearing, then both parties should
be given an opportunity to see and comment on the submission of other parties.

,
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THEFORMALORALHEARING

Once the Arbitrator has decided on a formal oral hearing, all conduct approximates that of the Law
Courts. However a formal hearing is riot public; therefore the general public and press are NOT
permitted to attend. The Arbitrator must ensure:

I That all parties are aware that they are entitled to be represented by advocates of their
claim.

2 That proper notice is given to the parties as to the hearing date or any adjourned date
3 Submission orArbitration Agreement should be tendered

4 Heads of Agreement and notes of transcriptfrom preliminary hearing should be tendered.

Arbitrator should note submissions of parties.

5 That the he/she receives relevant documentations or correspondence

6 That the claimant(or advocate) opens case - he/she describes nature of dispute, gives
outline of his/her case and evidence.

7 That the claimant calls first witness who is sworn in; claimant conducts
examination-in-chief of witnesses.

8 That the respondent cross-examines witness

9 That the claimant may re-examine witness but only on evidence that has been given during
cross-examination except with the leave of the Arbitrator.
10 That the claimant calls all witnesses in this manner

11 That the respondent puts his/her case similarly
12 That the claimant may call evidence in reply but only to rebut evidence led by respondent
and riot put to the claimant's witnesses.

13 That each party (or histher advocate) may be permitted (at proper time) to ask questions -

provided other party is given chance to rebutthe evidence by further questioning.

14 That the respondent and after him/her the claimant gives a final address summing up
arguments and evidence, unless: the respondent called no witnesses; then the claimant
sums up first.

15 That the Arbitrator announces hearing is completed and the date when award is likely to
be available.

At the hearing each party must be given reasonable opportunity to put histher case and the hearing
must be conducted in a balanced manner by the Arbitrator.

"WITHOUT PREJUDICE"

The words "without prejudice" often cause concern; the general understanding is that a letter so

marked is privileged from disclosure ONLY ifitis made by one party to another in an endeavour or

with a view to compromising the dispute between them. It is privileged only as between those parties

and only in respect of that dispute. The privilege does not extend to statements of fact which have no

reference to the dispute or are not reasonably incidental to the negotiations. Ifthe contents of a letter
does riot relate to an endeavourto settle the dispute, the words without prejudice have no effect
^
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and are therefore removed from the correspondence they cover.

There is no opportunity for further questioning unless the Arbitrator wishes to callthe parties together
to discuss some particular matter. Should he/she wish to deal with such matters by correspondence,
both parties must be fully informed.
SWEARING IN

Two fomis of oath should be in the possession of the Arbitrator priorto commencing the hearing:

I One appropriate to those of Christian belief (commonly accepted in Australia)
2 The other in the form of an affirmation to tellthe truth forthe lay or nori-Christian persons
involved.

See SI9 CAA. and sample word forms are shown later. The oath taking should be a formal procedure
and must riot be overlooked. It is pertinent to emphasize that at a formal hearing counselis riot

required to take an oath but all witnesses must. Even at an informal hearing the oath may be used as

a matter of course.

TIMING

The Arbitrator should control events smoothly and work to the agreed time schedule set by the
Arbitratorwith the parties but in many cases hearings will overrun. In such instances a prudent
Arbitratorwould take time out during the hearing proceedings to discuss with both parties when to
take a formal break. The Arbitrator should use his/her discretion when calling a haltto proceedings

for a temporary or longer break. During an arbitration hearing, witnesses should not leave at the end
of the day without fully completing their evidence; should counsel or both parties agree that it is
necessary to do so, the witness should be warned riot to discuss matters concerning the arbitration
outside the hearing whilstthey remain under cross examination, orfollowing their evidence, with
other witnesses or the parties.

DEFAULT, SICKNESS ETC

In the sequence of normal human affairs and particularly during an arbitration hearing it may happen
that one party orthe other, counsel or a witness may be unable to attend. The Arbitrator is acting in a
formal manner(as perthe courts) and the nori-appearance of a party or a witness is a serious matter
and caution is advised. The appropriate course for a party unable to attend an arbitration hearing is

to make application for an adjournment of the hearing either through histher representative or by

communication to the Arbitrator. The power to grant an adjournment is discretionary and the
Arbitrator must strike a balance as to the convenience of the parties and the requirements of justice.

Normally an adjournment will be granted if, to refuse it, would cause a party to suffer an injustice and

to grant it will riot seriously prejudice the other party.

If a party defaults in appearance before the Arbitrator at the hearing without making any application

for an adjournment or proffering any reason therefore, the Arbitrator upon being satisfied due notice
of the hearing was given to the absent party, may allow the other party to proceed to prove or
dismiss the claim. SI8 allows the arbitratorto obtain a court order to enforce the appearance of

relevant persons before at the hearing. Also, under s37 duties of the parties :

s37The parties to an arbitration agreementshallatalumes do arithingswhichthe

arbitrator or umpirerequires to enable amst award to be made andno party shall withIny
do orcausetobe done anyactto delayorpreventanawardbeingmade.
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STAYOFHEARING

Should the Arbitratorfind that proceedings are held up for reasons that are beyond histher control,

he/she should clearly state to the parties concerned histherreasons for calling a haltto proceedings

temporarily. He/she should then set down a time and place forthe resumption of the hearing which is
clearly understood by both parties and this should be confirmed in writing.

WRITTEN EXCHANGE

In the case of written eXchange (as opposed to a Formal Oral Hearing), both parties are requested by
the Arbitratorto puttheirtotal submissions to him/her in triplicate; one copy for histher record; one

copy for reference and notes;the third to the other party. This eXchange may take a matter of some

weeks, but should always be in accordance with the previously agreed timetable. Both parties should
be given an opportunity to reply to the submissions respectively.
SWORN DOCUMENTS: Wrltten exchanges are deemed to be sworn documents and assuch shoul

be properly bound or covered in some way. They should include a signed covering letter stating t a
they are the full and final(or interim) submission of the party. If no such signatory appears the
Arbitrator should draw the attention of both parties to the omission, and request a resubmission or
further documentation. This will be necessary before he/she exchanges documents with the other
party.

ENCLOSURES: A careful Arbitratorwould check allthree sets of documents that he/she receives

from each party. This is to ensure that each set contains the same information and documentation.

The Arbitrator must controlthis eXchange of information to be absolutely certain that all parties are

fully aware of all relevant detail. In the eventthat a page or two is missing from one set of documen s
he/she should return all sets to the sender and ask for checks to be made and to then resubmitthe

documents. In this eventthe Arbitrator should grant an extension of time, again copying the

correspondence to the other party. Therefore full sets of documents will be in the Arbitrators an s
and be submitted to the other side through histher office.
TIMING

An agreed timetable should be adhered to and the Arbitrator must keep the parties within the agree
time frame.

It is quite often the case in an eXchange of written documentation that one or both parties , o e

arbitration will be late in sending in documentation. On the assumption that a good timeta e as
been formulated and confirmed in writing to the parties concerned, it would be prudent of a air
minded Arbitratorto draw to the attention of both parties the lapsing offline without showing any

favourto either party. He/she may grant an extension of say seven orfourteen days. ny e ensions
should be confirmed in writing to both parties.

ORAL AND WRITTEN HEARINGS

Following an eXchange of written submissions and replies, further documentation may on y e

presented by either party (in triplicate) to the Arbitrator by leave. The Arbitrator must be sure that
proceedings have been finalised the Arbitrator effectiveIy closes the- matter and consi ers is er

each party has copies of the others' correspondence that he/she has accepted. Once ese
award.

AFTERTHE HEARINGIWRITTEN SUBMISSIONS

Following the conclusion of the arbitration hearing or written submissions, the Arbitrator mus no

discuss the arbitration or accept anything additional from either party unless such action has been
specifically agreed to at the hearing or in prior correspondence.
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An exception could occurwhere insufficienttime was available forthe parties to sum up at the
hearing and an agreement has been reached forthose submissions to be sentto the Arbitratorwithin
a specified time. It is usual in such circumstances that copies be exchanged by the parties who would
then have the opportunity to comment WITHOUT introducing new evidence.

REFERENCE BOOKS: The Arbitrator should have at preliminary and formal oral hearings the latest

copy of the Commercial Arbitration Acttogetherwith other reference books and documentation that

will assist with histher general conduct of proceedings. The Arbitrator should be well versed in the
Act.

VENUES: There are a number of established places throughoutthe state which are thoughtto be

appropriate meeting places or venues. The importantfactoris whether recording equipment of

sufficient standard is available to provide a clear audible record and to provide a transcriptable

record so that tapes can be typed into document form forthe Arbitrators keeping.
USE OF LAWYERS: The Arbitrator may allow parties to be represented but must advise the other

party if one party is to have legal representation. In some circumstances the Arbitrator can prohibit
parties from using legal representatives, such as when the Arbitration Agreement states lawyers
cannot be used.

DEATH: During the course of an arbitration one or other of the parties may become deceased. Ifthis
should occurthe arbitration does riot cease as the deceased party has rights under their estate; the

hearing will simply be postponed until such time as the deceased s estate and other matters have

been finalised;the hearing may then continue. As soon as the Arbitratoris aware of a non-corporate

party's demise, he/she must advise that party's representatives and the other party of the
adjournment of the hearing to be reconvened at a future date to be announced. He/she should

confirm this in writing. In the intervening period the Arbitrator must be very careful riot to discuss the
matter of the arbitration with any party whatsoever, nor should he/she seek to be discharged from
histher appointment unless there are very sound and pressing reasons. See s52 CAA.
SEEKING LEGALADVICE

Struggling with questions of law is part of an Arbitrators lot. Arbitrators are skilled in their own fields
of professional expertise but can be less at home with legal concepts. An Arbitrator desiring to obtain
counsel's opinion has to engage a solicitor to instruct counsel on his/her behalf.

What advice is the Arbitrator entitled to obtain? The Arbitrator is riot entitled to delegate the decision

of the dispute to anyone else. The classic illustration of this error is Eijison v. Bray t, 8641 9 LT730 in

which the court confirmed that an Arbitratorwas at liberty to consult others, provided that, having

done so, he/she formed his/her own opinion. He/she may accordingly obtain the assistance of a

lawyer to enable him/her to understand and resolve legal issues which arise in the arbitration. This is
covered in s39 CAA. The right may be excluded under seation 40.

Whatthe Arbitrator wants is legal help to guide, inform and assist histher understanding of the law

and histher application of it to the circumstances of the case. He/she may also, employ a lawyer to

draftthe formal award embodying histher decisions on the matters in dispute (Behren v. Bremer
[1854] 3 CLR 40).

Ifthe Arbitratorfeels it is necessary for him/her to go beyond these limits, and intends to seek from

counsel a definitive answer on some point in issue in the arbitration, he/she would be well advised

riotto proceed without first obtaining the parties' express consent. The parties may readily give their
consent to obtaining an opinion from counselwhen they appreciate how much more expensive an
application to the court would be.
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INSTRUCTING COUNSEL: A letter with enclosures is perfectly acceptable. Normally include the
following:

I The Arbitrator's name and professional qualifications

2 A brief explanation of the circumstances in which the need for advice arises, including the
stage which the reference has reached.

3 A summary of the facts of the dispute forming the subject of the arbitration
4 A statement of what documents are enclosed with the instructions, with an indication of
their nature and relevance.

5 The questions or matter upon which legal advice is sought
6 A statement of how the advice should be given to the Arbitratorthat is, by a written opinion,
in conference, or on the telephone.

COST OF SEEKING LEGAL OPINION: An estimate of cost can be requested and will usually be

given. The Arbitrator will be personally liable to pay counsels fees for giving the advice, but will pass

the cost to the parties as part of the costs of the award.

SPECIAL CASES:It should be rioted that under the Commercial Arbitration Act an Arbitrator may in
special cases and shall, if directed by a Court or Judge, state:
I Any question of law arising in the course of the reference

2 An award or any part of an award, in the form of a special case forthe decision of a Court
of appropriate jurisdiction.

The power to state a special case is discretionary. Generally speaking, an Arbitrator should carefully

deliberate before stating special cases for decision by the Courts. The position of an arbitration by its

very nature is to avoid dispute resolution in the Courts. The Commercial Arbitration Act, whilst
empowering an Arbitratorto state a special case, does riot confer upon parties any right to compel

the Arbitrator to state a special case forthe opinion of the Court ifthe Arbitrator himself is riot
prepared to do so.

JOINTARBITRATORSAND UMPIRES

A JOINT ARBITRATOR: A Joint Arbitrator has a duty to actfairly and impartialIy. Such an Arbitrator
is NOT the agent of the party that appointed him/her. The Joint Arbitrator must conduct himselfto the
same standards as a single Arbitrator.

UMPIRE: An umpire acts as sole Arbitratorif Joint Arbitrators cannot agree. He/she must hearthe

evidence first hand which may require a rehearing or he/she may sit in on the initial proceedings.
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THEAWARD

FORMAT: Section 29 of Commercial Arbitration Act(SA) provides that notwithstanding anything to

the contrary contained in an agreement to arbitrate, the Arbitrator or Umpire shall:
I Make the award in writing:

s29 (1) Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the parties to the arbitration
agr, eement, the arbtrator orunipire shall(a) make the awardiriwriimg;
(b)sign the award; and

(c) indudeinthe award a statement of thereasorB formalong the award.

(2) Where anatbitreator or umpire makes an award otherwise than in writing, the arbitrator
or umpire shall, upon request by apoartywithin7 days after the making of the award, give
to the party as statement in writingsigyiedby the arbitrator or umpire of the date, the teams
of the award and thereasorB formaling the award.

2 Contemporaneously with the award, furnish to the parties a written statement of the

reasons forthe award, butthe parties may, at any time after the dispute has arisen and
before the award is made, by notification in writing to the Arbitrator or Umpire dispense with

either or both of the requirements specified in I and 2.
FORAN AWARD To BEVALID:it must:

I Finalise all of the matters submitted to arbitration and no more

2 Be certain; that is, its directions must be clear and capable of being carried out

3 Be final; an interim award can be made at any time provided it is expressly stated to be
such, but if it is riot an interim award it must be final-in the sense that after it is given nothing
else needs to be done.

4 Be stamped, if required, by the appropriate State Treasury.
Once the Arbitrator has issued the Award his role ceases to exist and he cannot nor s ou no en er
into any discussions aboutthe Award or the arbitration.
COMPONENTSOFTHEAWARD

RECITAL: The Award should clearly define the matter under arbitration, the agreement for ar ira ion
and the date and method of appointment. Copies of the Award should be addressed to or o eiwise

refer to the parties to the dispute and should clearly give a finding on the subject of the ispu a

Directions as to the costs are to be addressed and should be signed and dated by the Arbitrator.
AWARD: The body of the Award should contain the subject matter of the dispute and the Ar ira o s
decisions or findings on the subject matter of the dispute. Comment pertaining to proce ures

adopted, reference to statements of agreed facts, claimants pleadings/respondents rep y,
the subject matter and any 'comparebles' submitted by the parties may also be considered.

submissions/ attendance of parties or representatives at the hearing and the Arbitrators irispe ion o
All Awards are "Speaking" awards, that is, there must be reasons forthe Award.

,,
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COSTS: Any agreement entered into before a dispute has arisen to the effectthat each party shall

pay his own costs in arbitration proceedings is void. Thus the provision often found in leases and

other arbitration agreements, stipulating an equal division between the parties of the costs of any
arbitration proceedings, is void, butthere is nothing to preventthe parties re-am rining their
acceptance of this provision, after a dispute has arisen.
This limitation does riot apply to agreements concerning costs where the reference is to Independent

Experts; eg. determining valuers. Unless the arbitration agreement contains valid provisions
concerning the division of costs (ie agreed after the dispute has arisen giving rise to the reference to
arbitration) the Arbitrator has both the power and the duty to include in his Award his decision as to
how the costs of the arbitration are to be borne.

"Costs"include riot only the Arbitrators own fees and disbursements but also the costs incurred by

the parties in preparing and presenting their cases including the fees of expert witnesses, Solicitors
and Counsel. However, in making an Award as to costs, the amount of the costs should exclude
those valuer's and legal fees which would otherwise have been payable ifthe matter had been

resolved by negotiation. Where the arbitration is conducted under the written representation

procedure, the parties often request or agree, (at the preliminary meeting after the reference to

arbitration has arisen), that the Arbitrator's Award as to fees and costs shall be limited to covering the
Arbitrator's fees and costs only.

The power of an Arbitratorto award costs is discretionary.

PAYMENT: Depending upon the circumstances the Award may be sent to each party with the fee
and costs either forming part of the document or by way of an account accompanying the Award. It is
usual forthe Arbitratorto advise the parties that the Award can be uplifted from the Arbitrators office
by payment of such fee and costs.

Awards and costs are covered in Part N of the CAA.
MISCONDUCT

An Arbitrator may be removed by the Court for misconduct on the grounds offraud or collusion. The

award may be reviewed for errors of law but riotfor mistakes offact. As Lord Denning MR said in
Campbellv. Edwards!

"It is simply the law of conduct. Iftwo persons agree that the price of property should be fixed

by the valuer on whom they agree, and he gives that valuation honestly and in good faith
they are bound by it. Even if he has made a mistake, they are still bound by it. The reason is
because they have agreed to be bound by it. Ifthere were fraud or collusion of course it

would be different. Fraud or collusion unravels everything. "

Misconduct can range from serious breaches to mere procedural error such as the Arbitrator using

personal knowledge or expertise which runs contrary to the professional opinions and evidence given
to him, without disclosing that knowledge, expertise and opinion to the parties. The court can setthe
award aside unders42 and remitthe matter for reconsideration under s43 CAA. The court can
remove the arbitrator or umpire under s44 CAA.
NEGLIGENCE

A person in the position of an Arbitrator should be able to exercise his judgement free from the

embarrassment of a possible action in negligence. It is therefore generally accepted that an Arbitrator
is immune from an action for negligence. The immunity is based upon public policy (See Sutclifib v.

mackrah1[1974] AC 727). Some observations have however been made suggesting the immunity is

still open to question (See Arenson v. Arenson) [1977] AC 405).

The doubt caused by these observations might be good reason for adopting the practice of making

the appointment of the Arbitrator subject to the express acceptance by the parties that neither shall
bring or prosecute any action at-law for negligence againstthe Arbitrator.
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SAMPLE LETTEROFAPPOINTMENT
Nominating Professional Body

FROM:
To:

Nominated Arbitrator

Date
Dea r ...................
RE :............

......................

...................

......................

In accordance with the Provisions of ....
..........

..................

.........................

.....................

..............................

..........................

...............

.........................

...................

...........................

You are advised that I nominate you to act as Arbitratorin this dispute. I attached herewith a copy of
extracts from the relevant document.

Please advise me formally of your acceptance of this nomination.
Yours. ........

President

SAMPLELETTEROFACCEPTANCEOFAPPOINTMENT
Dear SinMadam,

Re: ARBITRATION BETWEEN. ...

AND. ........... IN RESPECT OF PROPERTY -------------------------------------------------------------

I refer to your letter dated. ...... appointing me to act as Arbitrator in the above dispute as nominee for

and on behalf of maine of appointorl

I am pleased to hereby acceptthe appointment
ARBITRATOR
................

DATE
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SAMPLE LETTERADVISING PARTIES OFARBITRATORSAPPOINTMENT
Date
Addressee
Dear. ........

ARBITRATION BETWEEN LESSORAND LESSEE

I have been nominated by the President of the Australian Institute of Valuers (SA Division) to act as
Arbitrator in determining open market rent for the Lease period commencing ............................... by
the Institutes letter dated

The nomination by the President was made pursuantto a request by the Lessor/Lessee
dated. ............... I now request that you provide written confirmation that you agree with the
arbitration.

I also request that you provide me with a copy of the stamped lease being the lease dated

......... between ....,.................... as Lessor and ....................... as Lessee toget erwi any
written side agreements forthe term commencing
Yours faithfully
Arbitrator

SAMPLE LETTERADVISING PARTIES OFARBITRATION PROCEDURE
Dear SinMadam,

ARBITRATION BETWEEN

Re:

AND

IN RESPECTOF PROPERTY

Take notice that I have been nominated by maine appointor and name professional bodylto act as

Arbitrator in this dispute as nominee for and on behalf of tname appointorl which nomination I accept.
Prior to the hearing of this dispute it is necessary to discuss a number of procedural and

administrative matters with the parties. Forthis purpose I have set Idate and timel at [place] for a

preliminary conference between the parties. You are called upon to attend orto be represented at

this conference. It is normal for a preliminary conference to be approximately [time, say 2 hours]
duration.

An agenda forthe preliminary conference is attached. No evidence will be given at the preliminary

conference. It is my intention to obtain sufficient information aboutthe dispute to ascertain the most
efficient manner to obtain a resolution of this dispute. It is desirable for both parties ortheir

representatives to be in attendance to assist in determining the interlocutory matters set forth in the

agenda.
Arbitrator

Date
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SUGGESTEDAGENDAFORPRELIMINARYCONFERENCE
ARBITRATION BETWEEN
AND

.........

IN RESPECTOFPROPERTY
DATE:........---.

I. Confirmation of appointment of Arbitrator.
2. Costs of the arbitration:

(a) Arbitrator's fees
(b)
Room

hire

(0) Arbitrators out of pocket expenses and costs offunhertechnical or legal advice if
required.

(d) Transcript.

3. Arbitratorto be given powers as set out in the Commercial Arbitration Act, 1986 (SA).
4. Representation forthe parties at the hearing.
5. Directions forthe eXchange of pleadings, interrogatories and hearing.

6. Other general matters referred to in Paragraph 7.00 of this Arbitration Manual.

SAMPLEWORD FORMSFORSWEARING IN
Witnesses' Oath

IAfter witness takes bible in right handl

[The Arbitrator recites] - The evidence which you shall give in this Arbitration touching the matters in
question between the parties shall be the truth, the whole truth and nothing butthe truth, so e p you
God.

[Witness replies] So help me God.
Witnesses' Declaration

I[name] do solemnly sincerely and truly am rin and declare that the taking of any oath is according to

my religious belief unlawful and Ido also solemnly sincerely and truly amrin and ecare a .e

evidence which I shall give in this Arbitration touching the matters in question between the parties
shall be the truth, the whole truth and nothing butthe truth.
(See Oaths Act).
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SOME OBLIGATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARTIES MAKING SUBMISSIONS To AN
ARBITRATOR

1.1f called, both parties should be present at the preliminary hearing .

2. At this hearing the parties have the responsibility of indicating whether they will be represented by

Counsel at the formal hearing and the number of witnesses they intend to call. They should also state
whether they intend to invite observers.

3. Parties should ensure that both they and their witnesses are in attendance at the time of the

hearings, and that they themselves are sumciently well prepared to be able to clearly and succinctly
puttheir case and answer questions withouttime wasting delays.
4. Under s37 of the Act, the parties are obliged to make discovery of documents ifrequired of them.
5. At a formal oral hearing both parties have the responsibility to conductthemselves in a manner

appropriate to the hearing of a case in the law courts, and to take the oath or affirmation.
6. Under Part 111, and s37 of the Act, they are obliged to do alithings that the Arbitrator may require
and they are not to do anything either wilfully orwrongfully to delay making the award.
7. Should one of the parties find himself unable to attend a hearing, he has the responsibility to make

an application for an adjournment. Should he fail to do so, the Arbitrator may allow the other party to
proceed in his absence.

8.1n the case of a written eXchange of submissions, as opposed to a formal oral hearing, both parties

have the obligation to provide the Arbitratorwith theirtotal submissions bound in triplicate, within the
time table previously agreed at the preliminary hearing.

9. Given that the power of the Arbitratorto award costs is discretionary;it is both parties

responsibility to honourthat discretion. Where the apportionment of costs has been agreed between
the parties at the preliminary hearing, it is the parties responsibility to honourthat agreement.

SOME RIGHTS, OBLIGATIONSAND POWERS OFANARBITRATOR
AN ARBITRATORSHALL:
I. Find the truth

2. Observe the principles of natural justice

3. Be prompt- he must use allreasonable despatch in entering upon and proceeding with arbitration.

4. Choose an umpire ifthe appointment be to two arbitrators
5. Make such orders forthe conduct of the proceeding as he sees fit
6. Have wide authority forthe obtaining and receipt of evidence

7. Antiudicially between the parties - allowing them equal opportunity to be heard - although

non-compliance with the strict rules of evidence is riot fatal
8. Conductthe arbitration procedure correctly or he can be removed from the case orthe award be
set aside in the event of misconduct.

,^
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CATEGORIES OF MISCONDUCTARE:

* proceeding ex pane without adequate justification

* Refusing to grant an adjournment to allow one party to brief counsel where the other is so
represented

* Refusing to grant an adjournment to allow one party to apply to the court for an order that a case
should be stated.

* ImproperIy refusing to hear evidence tendered by a party

* Conducting a hearing without a proper translation of important documents lodged in a foreign
language.

* Allowing further evidence after closing the hearing
* Deciding in deliberate disregard of the law
* Deciding on a basis riot argued before him by either party

* Failing to make an award in a form that can be enforced as a judgment
* Making an award on a contract known to be illegal
9. Have discretion on the award offees and costs

10. Reopen the hearing (before the award is given) ifthis will allow a better presentation of the issues
for histher determination.

11. Keep his/her own notes and a copy of the transcript
12. Not allow lawyers to bamboozle him/her
13. Not be sued for negligence.

Under s4 CAA:"misconduct"includes corruption, fraud, partiality, bias and a breach of the rules of
natural justice.
ETHICS OFARBITRATORS
An Arbitrator:

I. Must uphold the integrity and fairness of the arbitration process
2. Must disclose any interest or relationship likely to affect impartiality or which might create an
appearance of partiality or bias.

3.1n communicating with the parties must avoid impropriety orthe appearance of impropriety.
4. Must conductthe proceedings fairly and diligently
5. Must make decisions in a just, independent and deliberate manner

6. Must be faithful to the relationship of trust and confidentiality inherent in that office.
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ARBITRATOROll. EXPERT?
THEESSENTIALDIFFERl:NCES

ITEM

ARBITRATOR

EXPERT

EXPENSE
&SPEED

Receives submissions, hears

Does riot necessarily

evidence and gives an award
supported by reasons. Parties
may be represented.

submissions nor give

NEGLIG.
ENCE

LEGISL.

ATION

hear evidence or receive
reasons for decision.

negligence at common law.

Liable in negligence if
he does riot act fairly or
competently.

Supported by an Arbitration
Act which spells outthe;

Appointment generally
results from an Agreement.

Immune to an action for

method of appointment;
conduct of proceedings;

Conductis in accordance with

effect of the Award.

standards & ethics.

professional codes,

Arbitration has a relationship with

supervising courts, Awards may be
reviewed or arbitrators removed.
ENFORCEABILITY

Application can be made to the

The Expert's decision has

Court for enforcement of an

the status of an Award.

Award, as ifit were an order

Enforceability is between
the parties as a matter

of the court.

of contract.
COMPL-

May be removed for misconduct,

Generally, the courts

A1NTS

and the Award reviewed for

will riot entertain a

errors of law, but riot for

complaint made about a

mistakes offact.

mistake. An Award can be
set aside ifthere has
been fraud or collusion.

May discover facts by issue of
a subpoena & interrogation.

Must rely on own resources.

INVESTlGATION
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EXAMPLEOFANAWARD
AWARDOFARBITRATORS
IN THE MATTER of A Deed of Lease
BETWEEN

DELTA HOTELS LIMITED

(hereinafter called "the Lessee'^
AURORAINVESTMENTGROUP

AND

thereinafter called "The lessor')
INTHE MATTER

of an arbitration to be made in accordance with the said
memorandum of lease to determine the annual rental payable
term effective from the 1st day of May 1990.

Hearing at Brisbane:

15th November, 1990.

Solicitor for Aurora:
Solicitor for Delta:

Mr. Bede King
Mr. Paul Newman

ISSUESAGREED BYTHEARBITRATORS MR. 0'MALLEY~10NES AND MR. MARCUS
JOHNSONANDTHEIRREASONS

(MROMALLEYVONESTOSPEAK)
I. THERE are two legal issued upon which we disagree:

(a) Whether an allowance should be made forthe improvements effected by the lessee when

assessing a fair economic market rental;

(b) Whether the lessoris prevented from making a claim above $10.5 million peryear.
2. THE first of these issues depends upon the extent to which assessment of fair economic market
rental is objective or subjective. The second issue depends on whether the lessoris estopped from

pursuing rental above $10.5 million per annum because it had originally offered that sum.

3. THESE issues are accordingly referred on to the umpire.

4. WE are able to agree upon appropriate rentals, depending on whichever view as to the first of the
issues prevails.

5. THE issue is a fair economic market rental forthe second five yearterm of the lease. There is a
significant degree of similarity in the methods of valuation adopted by Messrs. MCAuliffe and
Chainier. Butthere are differences, both in emphasis and in detail, which at the end of the day
produce different results.

6. Mr MCAuliffe, forthe lessor, first established a full current replacement cost in the order of $120
million. He then estimated the corresponding rental value by applying a rental factor or rate to the

total replacement cost. We consider that a comparison of rentals is the best method to use in this

particular instance. The market is set by available lessees. However we acceptthatthe rental must

still be fair and economic. So we cannot completely reject as an indicator a figure produced by

applying an appropriate capitalization rate to the total value of the resort. Butthis matho s ou e
used principalIy as a check and possibly to adjust a rental established solely by a judgment base on
perceived compareble rentals.

7.1N this case we are left with the clear impression that Mr MCAuliffe has adjusted figures produced
by his other methods of valuation to match the rental value established by the capitalization method.
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8.1N the case offinaricial performance, Mr MCAuliffe rejected the operating budget in a number of
respects. We acceptthatitis appropriate to look at the optimum use of the facility. The assessment

of whatthe optimum use is not entirely controlled by the lessees actual performance. But we would

not lightly assume that the operators are inefficient. So we rejectthe proposition that the room rate
should be adjusted from $140.00 perroom nightt0 $155.00. This is because we are reluctant to infer
that the managers of the property are riot charging at a market rate per room night. As a result, his
calculations per unit rate perroom per year are excessive. We acceptthat Mr MCAuliffe is entitled to

go beyond the operating budgetforthe three months ending 31 March and look at actual
performance. On the evidence, however, he has ovenadjusted. We also agree with him that an
adjustment is required in relation to cyclone damage.

9. WE broadly agree with his treatment of compareble rentals exceptthat his figures must be further
adjusted to make allowance for differences in rental return per room forthe different resorts.

10. WE broadly agree with his approach to establishing the capital value of the resort. In particular

we agree that he is correctin not allowing for any depreciation, given the obligation of the lessee to
maintain the building including its structure in first class condition.

11. TURNING to Mr. Chainier, we consider that he properly put compareble rentals at the forefront of

his analysis. When assessing what a lessee would regard as prudentto pay, we think that Mr

Chainier has excessively allowed for cyclone damage and has riot appropriateIy allowed, when

adjusting in comparison to other comparebles, for a premium for a flat rate for a five yeartenn as
distinct for a three yearterm.

12. TAKING into accountthese findings, we have reworked the respective calculations of the

valuers, using the compareble rentals in preference to the return on investment at current value. T e
latter method we have used merely as a cross-check. When adjusting for cyclone damage, we have

thought it appropriate to allow for one equivalent cyclone, producing a book cost of $400,000.00

every five years, This is based on the evidence that there has been one in the first five yeartenn.

There was no other evidence of assistance.

(MRJOHNSONTO CONTINUE:)

13. BEFORE approaching the exercise of a comparison of rentals it is necessary to estab is an
appropriate nett operating incometo enable those comparisons o e ina e. e ne o

income produced by the lessee is $14,200,000.00. That figure has been calculated after allowing for
$400,000.00 in cyclone damage repairs. It is also, as regards the lastthree months of the year, based
on budgeted figures and the indications are that performance has exceeded budget.

14. WE have dealtin general with the adjustments that are required to be made. Approaching
matter on that basis we adjustthe nett operating income as follows namely:
(a)

Nett operating income as produced by lessee 14,200,000.00

Write back $320,000.00 in relation to excess
(by
of allowance for cyclone damage

320,000.00

Add adjustment for over budget performance in
(c)
lastthree months of year

120,000.00

Adjusted nett operating income (440 Rooms)

15. On this basis the nett revenue per room is $33,272.00.

$14,640,000.00

the
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16. WE acceptthatthe best comparative evidence comes by way of analysis of the Pegasus, Orion

and Subalu Resorts. Mr MCAuliffe's analysis is persuasive indicating a rental of $27,500.00 per room

per annum (pma. )as an appropriate basis for calculating the rent. But we are of the view that the
analysis must be adjusted forthe different revenues generated perroom by each of the fourresorts
under consideration. In the absence of evidence as to a more refined basis for adjustment we are

driven to an adjustment based on a comparison of revenue perroom forthe three hotels. That
analysis is as follows:

(a) Pe asus Coin artson
Aurora

^^.^Z^ x $30,000 prpa = $26,267 proa. (for 3 yearterm)

Pegasus

$38,000

(b) Orion Coin artson
Similarly:
Aurora
Orion

^^. 2Z2 x $26,470 p. r. p. a. = $23,955 p. r. p. a. (for 3 yearterm)
$36,765

(c) Subalu Coin anson
Similarly:
Aurora
Subalu

$33,272 x $27,273 p. r. p. a. = $23,486 p. r. p. a. (for 5 yearterm)
$38,636

Average $24,567 pa.

17. THIS arithmetic needs to be adjusted further for other factors, in particular:

(a) Forthe Pegasus Resort, allowance must be made forthe three yearterm over which the

rental applies as opposed to the 5 yearterm forthe subject property. But greater allowance

must also be made forthe more favourable location. So approaching the matter broadly we

see this resort as indicating an appropriate room rental for Aurora of approximately
$25,000.00 perroom per annum.

(b) The Orion figures must be adjusted forthe five yearterm which, using the 5fo adjustment

factorreferred to by Mr John MCAuliffe would produce an indicated rent of $25,152.00 per

room per annum (ie. 23955 x '05/100). But again allowance must be made forthe superior
location providing a final indicated rental figure of perhaps slightly less than $25,000.00 per
room per annum.

(c) The Subalu Resort figures must, we think, be adjusted slightly upwards to allow forthe

economies of scale which the Aurora Resort should enjoy in comparison. This should

produce a figure in excess of $24,000.00 perroom per annum as an indicated rent.

Relying therefore solely at this stage on the comparative perroom rental figures and ina ing e
adjustments which we consider appropriate, we are of the view that this evidence points to a market
rental perroom of $24,500.00 which, allowing for 440 rooms, suggests a marketrentalforthe resort
as a whole of $10,780,000.00 per annum.

18. MR Chainier makes his comparisons by reference to nett operating revenue. We acceptin

eneral his preference forthe Subalu Resort as being the most immediately compareble. We
consider, however that Mr Chainier's 70% figure is slightly low in comparison with the resorts other
than Subalu and prefer to apply 72.5% as involving an appropriate adjustment forthe sort of actors
identified in a slightly different context in relation to the room revenue and rental comparisons. sing
the 72.5% formula, the indicated rent is $10,614,000.00.
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19. BOTH valuers have tested their indicated rental calculations by reference to percentage returns

on whatthey perceive to be the capital value of the development. Forthe reasons already indicated

we have reservations as to the utility or significance of these calculations. Butthey do provide

clearly, some check on the indicated rental figures produced by an analysis of compareble rentals.
20. WE prefer Mr Chainier's approach to the establishment of a capital value by reference to a

separate analysis of the land and buildings rather than simply applying an inflation factor to the
original cost. But we prefer Mr MCAuliffe's view that depreciation in an accounting rather than a
physical sense is not a factorto be brought into account, particularly having regard to the terms of

the lease. Norindeed, at this point, should any deduction be made forthe lessees improvements to

the golf course as we are dealing with a rental forthe development as a whole.
21. WE calculate the value therefore on the following basis namely:
(a) MrChamier'sfigureasastarting point

103,000,000.00

(b) Add backinthedepreciation allowed for by

9,260,000.00

Mr. Chainier

(c)

2,000,000.00

Add back in the value of lessee's improvements

$114,260,000.00

22. MR Chainier's figures produce a return on capital of 9.49%. Mr MCAuliffe of course adopted the
10% capitalization rate. We are of the view that a fair and economic return here would be 9.5 fo.

Applying this figure to the adjusted capital value would provide an indicated rent of $10,854,700.00
per annum.

23. NEITHER the rental perroom calculation northe percentage of nett operating income provides

an ideal measure for compareble rentals. Giving the matter the best consideration that we can, and

bearing in mind the other matters referred to already, we are of the view that an appropriate rental for

the premises is $10,750,000.00 per annum.

24. As indicated, we do riot agree on the issue whether that figure should be discounted to allow for a
fair allowance forthe significant improvements contributed by the lessee in the form of golf course
extensions. Ifthere is to be a discount we agree on its extent.

25. MR Chainier's figures on this particular point have not been challenged. He calculates that an
appropriate allowance forthe $2,000,000.00 in improvements is some $168,000.00 a year. His

exercise can be double checked by apportioning the total revenue received between the capital
contributions of landlord and tenant and also by applying a capitalization rate of 9.5 fo to the value of

the improvements. Not dissimilarfigures are produced. In fact Mr Chainier's figures are in
comparison conservative and we acceptthem. Forthat reason, ifit be held by the umpire that it is
appropriate to discountthe open market rental forthe premises as a whole to make a air a owance
forthe improvements made by the lessee we are of the viewthat an appropriate discountis
$168,000.00 so that, in the eventthat such a discount is appropriate we assess the rent forthe
premises as being:

$10,750,000.00
Less

I 68,000.00

$1 0,582,000.00

26. THE factual issues having been thus resolved butthe legal issues identified in paragraph I
unresolved, we hereby refer to the umpire the issues for final determination.
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IN THE MATTER of a Deed of Lease
BETWEEN

AURORAINVESTMENTGROUP

AND

DELTA HOTELS LIMITED

AND

IN THE MATTER of the valuation to be made in accordance with the said Memorandum of Lease to
determinethe annual rental payable forthefiveyearreviewterm e e Ive rom e s ayo ay
1990

NOTES FORREASONS OFUMPIRE

MrMichaelMeadows

I. The procedures that we have been through today illustrate the number of issues and matters which

confront lessors, lessees and their advisers in respect of the review of a rental or other associated
matters.

2. Identifiable are:

A. The need forthe lessor and the lessee to be advised upon and understand the exact

effect and consequence of the review clause. The lessor and lessee should know of the

effect of the clause, lawyers should ensure that the clause gives effect to the intention of the
lessor and lessee and valuers should be careful to point out to their clients any difference
between the method offIxing the rental under the review clause and that adopted forthe
original rental.

B. Next matter is the care which should be taken in giving the lessors notice of the reviewed
rental. Whilstthere is no requirement of the figure specified in the landlords notice should

be a bona fide and genuine pre-estimate of the open marketrental value (see Amalgamated
Estates vJoystretoh (1980) 257 Estates Gazette 489)the rights of the lessor directly or
indirectly can be affected. An additional difficulty in a fluctuating market is where the notice
has to be given some time ahead of the date for renewal.

C. The desirability of co-operation amongst advisers to the lessor and the lessee to define

the issues in an arbitration so far as is practicable without compromising the interests of their
clients,

D. The arbitration procedure is designed to test and probe any areas of the evidence that is
contentious. It is almost certain that any defectin the evidence will show up. I believe the
arbitration has demonstrated the care which needs to be taken by the expert witness in
formulating opinions and giving evidence.

E. The lawyers have confined themselves to the issue and complied with the time limits perhaps, this is a record.

F. Finally we have observed an arbitration procedure agreed to by the parties though which

the differences between them are resolved by a judicial process involving a reasoned and
logical approach.
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3. The relationship between the courts and valuers are that the courts have an obligation to see that
the correctlaw is applied but, within the constraints of the law, leave the method of valuation to the

expert valuer. But, as Mr. Farmer QC said in a recent publication, an analysis and reading of the
judgments of the courts leaves one with a somewhat unsatisfied feeling. Certain principles will have

been elucidated by the judges but, at the end of the day, the lawyer will usually pass the ball back to
the valuer and say "Well, I have done my bit. Now its overto you . When a valuerlooks at what he
has been given, he will find that at most he has been told "You may regard this , or You must

disregard that". All of which may leave him tossing uricomfortably in turbulent and urichartered

waters.

4. The valuers and arbitrators have done their bit and handed overto me two issues of law for my
decision as umpire.

5.1 now come to consider the first of the legal issues - namely, the correctinterpretation of the rent
review clause.

6. The reasons for a rent review clause in inflationary times are obvious.

7. Lord Justice Rosecoe in the English Court of Appeal some fourteen years ago in United Scientific
Holdings Limited VBumleyBorough Council1976, Ch 128 all46 said:
"The rent revision clauses which have come up for consideration are immensely varied in

theirterms. The draughtsmanship has been almost uniformly condemned judicialIy, riot
without justification".

Whoever drafted the clause we are now amitrating, has shown a skill composing a problem for me as
umpire.

8.1 suspectthat no matter how detailed or ingenious the draughtsman might be, the valuer called

upon to determine the reviewed rent will often raise a question which has riot been dealt with by the

clause orthere may be circumstances which could not be foreseen. So again there are areas of
turbulent and urichartered waters.

9.1n approaching the interpretation of this clause I am to apply the normal principles of construction
by which I am to endeavourto give allthe words their normal and ordinary meaning in the contextin

which they are used.

10. The courts have had to consider the meaning of a number of differently worded rent review
clauses. Strange to say it appears that there has been no judicial definition of open market rent ,

perhaps, the words most frequently used and there has been no judicial interpretation of the words in

the current review clause. Certainly, the Solicitors and valuers involved in the arbitration have riot
been able to cite such a case.

11. There are two matters which I bearin mind in approaching the interpretation of the clause:
A. The comment has been made that in a review situation the willing lessor, willing lessee
and vacant possession are not present- whereas they are present on a normal initial letting,
and

B. Mr. Whipple in his article "Commercial Rent Reviews: Disputations and Definitions states:
"Nowhere in the literature on either side of the Atlantic can I find endorsement forthe

practice of assessing review rents on the assumption that the sitting tenant will pay more
because he is captive. On the contrary, the value is specifically directed to disregard the
captive tenant element".
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12.1n Australia, a substantial body of law has been built up on questions involving rent reviews. The
modern line of authority starts with AMP. Society -v- OTC. back in 1972 and runs through to Burns

Phily> Hardware -v- Howard Chia F, ty, Ltd. (1987), Edmund Barton Chambers (Level44) Co-operative
Ltd. -v- MLC. etc. .

The review clause under consideration requires that the lessor orthe valuer assess a market rent of

the kind specified. In light of the authorities referred to above, this seems to require that it be

determined what a willing but riot anxious prospective lessee would pay as rent forthe premises. But

what such a person would pay would be affected by many factors, including the length of the lease,
the obligations imposed upon him by its terms and the use which he may make of the premises.
These and other factors would, or alleast may in particular circumstances, increase or decrease
what such a person would pay.

13. Perhaps I should just record that my decision is based upon the wording of the clause and the
argument before me. A slight difference in wording of a review clause might warrant a willing but riot
anxious lessor and lessee approach. However, whilst one must decide whatthe lease requires, I

expectthat much the same result would be reached by a prudentlessee or a willing but riot anxious
lessor and lessee approach in determining the market rental.

14. The rent review clause also uses the words "far' and "economic .It is clearer on the authorities
that the use of these words allow in some element of subjectivity. Fortunately, I do riot have to

determine the full scope in effect of these words. On the issues involved in this arbitration, the only

subjective element is the lessees improvements of $2M reflected in the $168,000 rental adjustment

as allowed by the arbitrators. To my mind the words "far and economic certainly admitthe
subjective element to the extentthatin assessing the reviewed rental the lessees improvements may
be taken into account. It is quite clearthat on any reasonable subjective approach Aurora
Investments would riot seek a rental on the improvements effected by Delta and Delta would riot
agree to pay a rental on the improvements it carried out.

15. How is the relationship between the objective market value and the subjective elements, to be
resolved. Halsburys Laws of England states:

"Where the effect on rent oftenant's improvements does have to be disregarded, it is riot

rightto disregard the existence of those improvements and to value the premises as if no

work had been done, instead the valuer must attribute by whatever valuation method

appears to him to be correct a value to the improvements which reflects their likely life, their
cost and the effect of inflation on that cost, and reduce what would otheiwise have been the
rental value of the premises by the amount so attributed to the improvements .

Mr Chainier has adopted this in his valuation and a reduction would have to be made to Mr

MCAuliffe's valuation. In my view, the correct method of resolving the relationship between the two

elements of the review clause is to value the marketrentalforthe whole and then to make an
adjustment forthe subjective element.

16.1n summary my finding on the interpretation of the clause is that the parties have agreed thatt e

approach should be the market value, which is an objective hypothetical prudentlessee approach,

butthe market value should be modified by such subjective matters as may be covered by the words
"far' and "econom^' which, in the circumstances of the present case, is a reduction forthe

improvements effected by Delta. This would give a rental of $10,582,000 as agreed by the arbitrators
and gives rise to the second issue of law.

.
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17. The second issue is that the lessee claims that the lessor is by operation of law or estoppel
unable to recover in this arbitration a rental in excess of the $10.5 million specified in the lessors

original notice. The argument advanced by Mr. Newman for Delta Hotels is that the notice comes
within a promissory estoppel and the well known High Trees principle as explained by Denning J. I

have no hesitation in finding that the estoppel claim fails because in the circumstances of this case:
* the notice did riot constitute a promise,

* there was nothing in the nature of a promise riot to exceed the rental,

* the Delta Hotels did riot adjn reliance on the notice -they merely exercised rights they
had under the lease anyway, and

* other requirements have riot been satisfied.

In short, I acceptthe arguments advanced by Mr. King for Aurora Investments. Accordingly, I decide

against Delta Hotels Limited on this topic and find that the notice of the lessor does riot in the

circumstances of this case precluded it from claiming or recovering in this arbitration a rental higher
than the $10.5 million shown in the original notice.
18. The reviewed rental will be fixed at $10,582,000.

19.1 conclude with some comments aboutthe manner in which the arbitration has been conducted.
20. The Solicitors may submit a memorandum in relation to costs.

21. My formal award will be drawn up and published in the near future.
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